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Unit 3 Textbook Introduction 

19.3 

Earth formed from ______________________________ colliding with each other. 

How long ago did solid rocks form on Earth? __________ 

Did Earth’s early atmosphere contain oxygen? ________ 

What was Earth’s early atmosphere made of? _____________________________________________________________ 

What color was the sky early in Earth’s history? ____________________ 

What color was the ocean early in Earth’s history? _________________ 

 

 

Fill in the steps for the experiment to the right. 

Who conducted this experiment? ___________________ 

What was the purpose of this experiment?  

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

________ to ________ million years after Earth had liquid ____________ bacterial life was common. 

Explain the “RNA World” hypothesis _____________________________________________________________________ 

Microfossils of prokaryotes that resemble bacteria have been found in rock that is ___________________years old. 

During what Eon did photosynthetic bacteria become common? ____________________ 

When did oxygen begin getting introduced? ________________ What did it first combine with? ___________________ 

What role did oxygen play in turning the oceans blue? _____________________________________________________ 

How long did it take photosynthesis to rise oxygen levels to today’s concentrations? ________________________ 

________________________ cells have nuclei, ______________________ cells do not have nuclei. 

Virtually all eukaryotes have ___________________________. 

How long ago do researchers believe prokaryotes began evolving internal cell membranes? _____________________ 

What theory states that ancient prokaryotes entered/merged with ancestral eukaryotes? __________________________ 

What ability of mitochondria allowed cells to survive who would have been killed by the free oxygen in the atmosphere? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________ and ___________________________ contain DNA similar to ____________________ DNA. 



Mitochondria and Chloroplasts reproduce via __________________________ whereas cells divide by _______________. 

Did sexual reproduction speed up or slow down evolution? _______________ 

When did multicellularity evolve? ________________________________________________ 

16.1 

As a boy was Darwin a star student? _____________ 

When Darwin was growing up what were Geologists starting to suggest? _______________________________________ 

The process of change over time is known as ________________________. 

What did Darwin develop? 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

When and on what ship did Darwin’s journey begin? _________________________________________________ 

Who developed what has been called the single best idea anyone has ever had? ____________________________ 

Darwin’s work helps us understand how the living world is constantly ___________________. 

List the three patterns of biological diversity Darwin observed: 

___________________________ ________________________________      ____________________________ 

What three large flightless birds did Darwin take note of, and where are they each found? 

___________________________ ________________________________      ____________________________ 

What question did Darwin have about Kangaroos? _______________________________________________________ 

Darwin observed that different yet _________________________ species occupy different _______________________. 

What feature could help an expert distinguish which of the Galapagos Islands a tortoise was from? __________________ 

What did Darwin notice about some of the fossils? ____________________________________________________ 

What fossil did Darwin notice looked like an Armadillo? __________________________________ 

Darwin’s evidence suggests that species are ____________________________ and that they could 

_______________________________________________. 

16.2 

How old did most Europeans during Darwin’s time think the Earth was? ____________________________________ 

What did Hutton and Lyell conclude? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What are certain types of rocks formed from? ________________________________ 

Other kinds of rocks are formed how? ________________________________________________________________ 

Forces beneath Earth’s surface can push rock layers upwards, those forces can build _____________________________ 

What concept did Hutton introduce? _________________________________ 

Lyell thought that the laws of nature are ________________________________________________. 

The idea that scientists must use processes they can observe in the present to explain events of the past is known as 

_______________________________________. 

What question did Darwin ask himself? _________________________________________________________________ 

 



16.4 

What is Biogeography? _________________________________________________________________________________ 

What do patterns in the distribution of living and fossil species tell us? ___________________________________________ 

When species that live close to each other show signs of being related they are _______________ related but 

_______________. 

When species are not closely related but similar even though they live far apart they are _______________ related but 

___________________. 

What were two potential difficulties for Darwin’s theory? 

______________________________________  ___________________________________ 

Hutton and Lyell argued that Earth was _____________________________________. 

What do geologists use to establish the age of rocks and fossils? _______________________________ 

About how old is the Earth? __________________________________ 

Recent fossil finds have been able to connect the dots between: 

Dinosaurs and ________________________  ____________________ and four legged animals 

All vertebrate limbs have the same basic ___________________________________. 

Structures shared by related species that have been inherited by a common ancestor are_______________________________. 

Birds are more closely related to ___________________________ than _________________. 

Can plants have homologous structures? _____________ 

The wing of a bee and the wing of a bird are an example of an ____________________________________________. 

What are vestigial structures? __________________________________________________________________________ 

An example of a vestigial structure is that dolphins have ___________________________________. 

Early development stages of _____________________________ look similar. 

Did Darwin know how heredity worked? _________________ 

_____________________ and reshuffling of __________________ during sexual reproduction produce the variation natural 

selection operates under. 

What is the basic yet dramatic example provided that all organism evolved from a common ancestor? __________________ 

One example of a homologous protein is _________________________, which can be found in __________________________ 

AT least some ________________________________ are found in almost all multicellular animals. 

18.2 

The concept of _________________________________________ led to ___________________________. 

What is phylogeny? _________________________________________________________________________________ 

The ____________________________ a taxon is, the farther back in time all of its members shared a common ancestor. 

A ____________________________ is a group of species that include a single ______________________________________. 

A cladogram _____________________________________ by showing how evolutionary lines branched off from 

_____________________________________. 

 


